A Finite Element (FE) simulation of naked solid steel beam at elevated temperature
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Abstract: This paper presents the numerical analysis of temperature distribution of a simply supported naked solid steel beam (SSNSSB) under fire exposure. Prescriptive based approach particularly is the safest and easiest approach to determine the level of strength of structural member when expose to elevated temperature. However, this method assuming uniform fire exposure through the overall cross section of the structural member which may leads to over design. The outcome of the design may not reflect the real fire scenario. Performance-based approach is a realistic approach which can predict the structural steel behavior. In this method, three main components were considered, namely fire exposure behavior, heat transfer analysis and mechanical reaction. Fire exposure behavior dealing with types or severity fire load exposed to structural member. There are few options available to determine the fire extent, namely nominal fire models, compartment fires, localized fires, zone models and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models. Meanwhile, heat transfer analysis estimates the energy dissipation (initiate from fire) between structural elements due to temperature variation. Structural response incorporates finite element modeling that predicts the structural element behavior, namely stresses and deformation. This method considers the prime factors such as shadow effect, support condition, loading condition, boundary conditions and interaction properties between different structural elements which can optimize the structural behavior analysis. However, there are still lack of research that consider those factors that might jeopardize the behavior of steel beam. Owing to this, a performance-based approach method was introduced in this research. Experimental investigation was retrieved from the readily available data of Compendium of UK Standard Fire Test Data. One sample of SSNSSB was selected from the wide range of naked solid beam available from the Compendium. Standard fire curve of ISO 834 was used during numerical simulation to correlate with the experimental investigation. From the results of the finite element simulation, the predicted member temperature agrees well with the experimental investigations. Hence, future works of cellular steel beam (CSB) with various web opening shapes can be initiate due to its limited researches related to CSB at elevated temperatures.
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1. Introduction

There have been rigorous researches related with performance-based approach structural member, especially steel beam. Traditional approach uses prescriptive based approach to obtain the fire resistance performance. The aims of this research are to predict numerically the temperature evolution of naked solid steel beam at elevated temperature and hence to validate the experimental investigation of the naked solid steel beam when expose to fire exposure. From the outcome of this research, structural behavior of the naked steel beam at elevated temperature will be analyzed and used for future research involving performance-based approach of cellular steel beam (CSB) at elevated temperature.

An analysis tool of general purpose of ABAQUS finite element program software was used in this study. This advanced software can predict the temperature evolution and hence structural behavior can be determined through finite element method. Finite element method is a numerical method to solve an integral or differential equation. This method predicts the piecewise continuous function for the solution and obtaining the parameters of the function to minimize the error in the solution.

2. Prescriptive based approach

Prescriptive and performance-based approach are the main approach that can be used for structural steel design. This approach is explicitly outline in the fire design codes.
of EC1, EC3 and EC4 [1]–[2]. This traditionally based approach uses standard fire curve in designing the fire resistance of steel member. Several nominal fire curves such as hydrocarbon fire, standard fire curve, large pool hydrocarbon, external fire and smouldering curve are available in the codes [1]–[7]. This approach involves structural fire design which leads to determine the required thickness of fire protection material. The required thickness of the fire protection material is explicitly well mention in the code in obtaining fire resistance rating for structural steel member. However, this approach does not consider several important factors that might disturb the structural behavior of structural steel beam at elevated temperature. Owing to this circumstance, performance based approach is more accurate and reliable approach for analyzing temperature distribution and mechanical response along the steel section [8]–[11]. For the latter approach, it involves structural fire resistance computation which is correlate with the experimental investigation. Material properties gained from structural steel materials experiment will be used in the numerical modelling to predict the structural behavior of the structural steel element when expose to elevated temperature. Structural steel prediction behavior when exposed to fire were analyzed through Finite element method (FEM) [12]. In FEM procedure, fire resistance performance will be depending on estimation of fire behavior, heat transfer and structural response [13]. Several benefits can be made when adopting performance-based approach of:

a) Cost saving measures without compromising the levels of fire safety,

b) Construction of state-of-the-art of new buildings,

c) Compassionate the reality of the structural behavior of members due to exposure of realistic fire,

d) Making the building more strong and stiffer when adopting performance-based approach, and

e) To increase the level of building safety by integrating advanced structural fire design approach.

3. Experimental investigations

The United Kingdom (UK) Building regulations were set up to restrict the spread of fire, to reduce the number of injuries, and to cut down the number of loss of life and also to prevent a structure from collapse. During 1990s, Tata Steel (previously known as British Steel Corporation) has initiate numerous standard fire tests to explore the performance of structural steelwork with no additional fire protection layer. The so called ‘compendium’ was able to be compiled by Tata Steel, which consists of all standard fire tests undertaken in the UK, ranging from completely protected hot rolled universal section to partially protected hot rolled universal sections [1]–[2]. The test specimens were burnt in a gas fired furnace, where the temperature were controlled with respect to time (Fig. 1), conformance with the available codes [3]–[10] endorsement as stated below:

\[ T - T_0 = 345 \log_{10} (8t + 1) \quad \text{(C)} \]  

where, \( t \) = time of test (minutes); \( T \) = furnace temperature, °C, at time \( t \); and \( T_0 \) = initial furnace temperature, °C.

![Fig. 1 - Types of fire exposure used during experimental and numerical test program [1], [4]–[11]](image)

All the fire tests selected in this research were conducted at Warrington Research Centre, UK [1]. For this purpose of research, a simply supported naked steel beam of Test 1A (SSNSSB-1A) was selected from a various number of member element, consists of floor beams, columns and walls. The naked steel beam section size is 254 x 146 x 43 UB. The steel quality selected is Grades 43A. The effective span of the steel beam is 4.5 m. Concrete slab acted as a cover and were attached on top of the top flange steel beam. The concrete slab size is 130 mm in thick-ness and 650 mm wide. The concrete slab was loaded with vertical load of 44.15 kN and were located (1.5 m from both supports) at two locations as shown in Fig. 2. The maximum permissible bending stresses at mid-span of the steel beam are 165 and 230 N/mm² for steel grade 43A. The detailed dimension properties of SSNSSB-1A were outlined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – Dimension properties of SSNSSB-1A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section beam size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254x146x43 UB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | Elastic modulus (XX axis) | Elastic modulus (YY axis) | Plastic modulus (XX axis) | Plastic modulus (YY axis) |
| | 505.3 cm² | 92 cm² | 568.2 cm² | 141.2 cm² |

| | Moment of inertia (XX axis) | Moment of inertia (YY axis) |
| | 66558 cm⁴ | 677 cm⁴ |

The SSNSSB-1A temperature was measured through thermocouples attached together with steel beam at several locations on the top flange, bottom flange and web section. The naked steel beam was exposed to fire on three sides of beams (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Thermocouples W1, W2, W3 and W4 were in the mid depth of the web section while thermocouples F1, F2 and F4 located at mid depth of the bottom flange section respectively. Meanwhile, thermocouples F3 and F5 located at mid
depth of the top flange section of the steel beam. The initial ambient temperature recorded is 21 °C.

![Fig. 2 - Longitudinal view of the test assembly](image)

![Fig. 3 - Thermocouples location of the SSNSSB-1A longitudinal section](image)

![Fig. 4 - Thermocouples location of the SSNSSB-1A](image)

**Fig. 5 - Specific heat of steel [4]–[11]**

**4. Numerical simulation model**

For this purpose, general purpose of ABAQUS finite element program were used to validate the experimental investigation. In this simulation, three-dimensional conventional shell element (S4R) with reduced integration properties were selected rather than solid element. Shell element provides rigorous and precise solution for all loading conditions for thin and thick shell element. Shell element is much easier to mesh rather solid element. In addition, shell modeling creates less problems in terms of stability due to its less space disk required for linear and nonlinear analysis. A shell can be extract from a slim plate by originally turn out the middle plane to a singly (or doubly) curved surface [11]. This numerical simulation taking into consideration the interface between the steel beam section and concrete slab. Contact properties of tie constraint were used between upper flange steel layer and bottom slab concrete layer to predict temperature distribution response due to fire exposure. The concrete slab acts only as a cover on top of the steel beam. The thermal response was initiate through transient uncoupled heat transfer analysis. For this numerical analysis, a nonlinear stress-strain curve relationship model was adopted to simulate the linear plasticity of steel beam corresponding to the results of the documented one-dimensional tensile test or can be retrieved from BS EN 1993-1-1 and BS EN 1994-1-1 [12], [13].

In this analysis, three-dimensional heat transfer analysis (DS4, 4-node heat transfer quadrilateral shell) were used to predict thermal output of the steel beam. A standard fire curve from EC3 and EC4 (Fig. 1) were used to replicate the fire load imposed experimentally on the steel beam [3]–[10]. The duration of fire exposure is 35.5 minutes (2130 seconds). In this analysis, convection coefficient of 25 W/m²K and 9 W/m²K were used for exposed surface and unexposed surface respectively. Thermal load was applied through the bottom surface of bottom flange up to bottom top flange and bottom concrete slab. Thermal steel properties of specific heat (Fig. 5) and thermal conductivity (Fig. 6) were applied during numerical simulation as mentioned in EC3 and EC4 [3]–[10]. In addition, the density of the steel beam and a non-structural concrete slab were taken as 7850 and 2240 kg/m³ respectively as stated in [1]. However, the non-structural concrete slab does not be considered in the numerical simulation due it only acting as a cover to SSNSSB-1A.
Fig. 6 - Thermal conductivity of steel [3]–[10]

5. Results and Discussion

From the results of heat transfer analysis, temperature against time curve were obtained for all the thermocouples location along the steel beam. Fig. 7 to Fig. 15 shows correlation between the numerical simulation results and experimental results. Form the numerical simulation output, the predicted temperature measurement for web beam section are almost similar for all thermocouples F3 and F5 in upper flange beam section as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The same applies with web beam section of thermocouples W1, W2, W3 and W4 as in Fig. 9 to Fig. 12. Thermocouples F1, F2 and F4 also exhibit the same trend for bottom flange beam section.

It can be clearly seen that the upper flange section exhibits the lowest temperature for both measured and predicted temperature in comparison to web section and bottom flange section. Bottom flange section shows the second highest temperature profile while web section exhibits the highest temperature gained respectively. The upper flange section located in the upper most part of the beam section where it takes longer time for the heat source to dissipate through until to the upper flange section. Due to this reason, upper flange section exhibits the least temperature profile among other section. In addition, geometrical effect also has a significant effect onto the temperature movement along the steel beam section. Thicker section contribute longer time for the heat to travel between adjacent beam section. The thickness of the upper and bottom flange section is 12.7 mm, which are 5.4 mm more than the thickness of the web section. However, there are no significant differences of temperature between the bottom flange section and web section.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows that the measured and predicted maximum temperature in the upper flange section of thermocouples F3 and F5 at the end of 2130 seconds of fire exposure. The measured maximum temperatures are 561°C and 509°C respectively. The predicted maximum temperature for both points is 572°C. The measured temperature in the web section are illustrates as in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Thermocouples W1, W2, W3 and W4 recorded maximum temperature of 696°C, 672°C, 681°C and 715°C respectively. The predicted temperature is similar for all points of 720°C. Fig. 13, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 shows the measured temperature in the bottom flange section. Thermocouples F1, F2 and F4 recorded temperature of 673°C, 666°C and 707°C respectively. The predicted temperature is similar for all points of 703°C. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 illustrate the predicted temperature of naked steel beam at 1080 seconds and 2130 seconds of fire exposure respectively. It can be clearly seen from both figures (Fig. 16 and Fig. 17) that the upper flange section of SSNSSB-1A exhibit cooler temperature distribution along the beam section (denoted by blue colour as shown in Fig. 17) at the end of fire exposure. This types of behaviour were anticipated due to its connection to concrete slab which attached on top of the upper flange section. The temperature distribution was distributed between the upper flange section and concrete slab even though the latter were not considered in the numerical analysis. However, a full interaction between the former and latter were considered in the numerical simulation which contribute this behaviour. It was followed by upper web section along the beam stretched where the temperature distribution was increased as compared to upper flange section (denoted by green colour as shown in Fig. 17). This behaviour occurred due to its location underneath the upper flange section where it received the high thermal exposure than the upper flange section. Meanwhile, the bottom flange section predicted the highest temperature distribution among all the beam section due to its location where it received the fire exposure at first hand during the numerical simulation (denoted by red colour as shown in Fig. 17).
Fig. 9 - Steel temperature of experimental SSNSSB-1A against the numerical outcome for thermocouples W1 (web section)

Fig. 10 - Steel temperature of experimental SSNSSB-1A against the numerical outcome for thermocouples W2 (web section)

Fig. 11 - Steel temperature of experimental SSNSSB-1A against the numerical outcome for thermocouples W3 (web section)

Fig. 12 - Steel temperature of experimental SSNSSB-1A against the numerical outcome for thermocouples W4 (web section)

Fig. 13 - Steel temperature of experimental SSNSSB-1A against the numerical outcome for thermocouples F1 (bottom flange section)

Fig. 14 - Steel temperature of experimental SSNSSB-1A against the numerical outcome for thermocouples F2 (bottom flange section)
From this study, general purpose of ABAQUS finite element program can correlate the thermal analysis behavior of the naked steel beam at elevated temperature with the experimental investigation conducted as in the compendium. From the heat transfer analysis, the predicted temperature obtained from Fig. 7 to Fig. 15 agrees well with the experimental investigation. However, numerical prediction was slightly over estimate for both thermocouples F3 and F5, ranging from 12°C to 64°C respectively, which is within acceptable range. The same trend was achieved for thermocouples W1, W2, W3 and W4 it recorded only small temperature increase of 25°C, 49°C, 40°C and 6°C respectively. The numerical maximum temperature was slightly up for 30°C and 37°C for thermocouple F1 and F2 while thermocouples F4 exhibit a decreased value of 4°C. The experimental results referred were conducted by Tata Steel back in the 1990s where there were limitations in conducting the experiment. Therefore, it can be observed that some of the results from the numerical data that does not consistent with the experimental data. Thus, it can be concluded that the numerical data pattern is found to be more reliable and accurate in comparison to the experimental results.

Temperature distribution are not uniform and different from one beam section to another beam section for both experimental and numerical results. The variation thickness of the steel beam section plays a major role during heat transfer simulation. Top flange beam section is the last section to receive the heat source from fire exposure which leads to less temperature recorded for both numerical and experimental results.

Table 2 – Maximum measured and predicted temperature distribution of SSNSSB-1A at the end 2130 seconds fire exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermocouples location</th>
<th>Maximum temperature (experiment)</th>
<th>Maximum temperature (numerical)</th>
<th>Temperature differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>561°C</td>
<td>573°C</td>
<td>12°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>509°C</td>
<td>573°C</td>
<td>64°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>696°C</td>
<td>721°C</td>
<td>25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2</td>
<td>672°C</td>
<td>721°C</td>
<td>49°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3</td>
<td>681°C</td>
<td>721°C</td>
<td>40°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4</td>
<td>715°C</td>
<td>721°C</td>
<td>6°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>673°C</td>
<td>703°C</td>
<td>30°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>666°C</td>
<td>703°C</td>
<td>37°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>707°C</td>
<td>703°C</td>
<td>-4°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

Table 2 shows the temperature differences between the numerical simulation and experimental investigations in terms of maximum temperature at the end of 2130 seconds of fire exposure. It can be seen clearly that only a slightly temperature differences were obtained between both results. Numerical maximum temperature output was slightly overestimate than the experimental maximum temperature output. However, only thermocouples location of F4 exhibit a negative sign (underestimate) of 4°C between both analyses.


